2021 Greece wildfires: multiple wildfires burning in
Greece since early August 2021, which have killed 3
people injured at least 20 others and burned dozens of
homes, after a historic heatwave for the country with the
highest temperatures, reaching 47.1 °C (116.8 °F).
Authorities have evacuated several villages and towns.
Greece is experiencing the worst heatwave since 1987.
These fires are the worst fires in Greece since the 2007
Greek forest fires which burnt more than double the
area (270,000 hectares) of the 2021 fires (125,000
hectares).
The largest wildfires are in Attica, Olympia, Messenia,
and the most destructive in northern Euboea from which
ferries have evacuated about 2000 people.
125,000 hectares of forest and arable land has been
burnt so far (the worst fire season since 2007), with over
50,000 hectares burnt in northern Euboea alone.
The World Meteorological Organization connected the
fires with the regional heatwave and wildfire season
made worse by climate change.

Flash floods caused by heavy overnight rain have killed at
least 15 people and caused destruction in central Greece.
The industrial towns of Mandra, Nea Peramos and Megara, west of
the capital Athens, were the most affected. Many of the dead were
elderly people whose bodies were found inside their homes,
reports say. Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras declared a period of
national mourning in the wake of the tragedy. "Everything is lost.
The disaster is biblical," Mandra Mayor told state broadcaster ERT.
At least 37 people have been taken to hospital, the broadcaster
said, and some are still missing.
Bad weather has hit parts of Greece for about a week, but
particularly heavy rain overnight caused the sudden flooding, for
which locals said they were unprepared. The force of the water
moved vehicles, damaged walls and roofing, and left many
homeless as their homes flooded to a life-threatening level. By
Wednesday afternoon, Greece's fire service said it had received
over 600 calls for help and dispatched almost 200 firefighters in 55
vehicles to the towns, which have a combined population in the
tens of thousands. Prime Minister Tsipras said that declaring a
period of national mourning was "the least we can do". He also
vowed to provide aid to the victims and ensure they were housed
safely.

The Policy Framework for the “Transition to Sustainability”
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The EU Taxonomy

The Fit-for-55 Package

Limiting global
temperature to well
below +2o C

The Europe’s
Sustainable
Investment Plan

• Stronger commitments to reduce emissions
and to keep global temperature rise to
1.5°C.
40 countries 2050/China 2060/India 2070
US and China to continue Climate Negotiations

• From the projected 4 °C faced before Paris,
and the 2.7 degrees before Glasgow, we
have now edged towards 2-1.8°C
• 450 Business and Financial Institutions
coalition worth $130 trillion vows to put
climate at heart of finance
• Global standards body takes aim at
company 'greenwashing' claims
• 100 countries make new pledges to cut
methane and 133 save forests
• Ensuring carbon market integrity
• Developed countries confirm commitment
$100 billion goal a year for Climate
Mitigation and Adaptation in developing
countries

Key actions:
• Support national mechanisms that develop and implement national pathways to 2030 that are inclusive and
consistent with countries’ climate commitments, building upon the national food systems dialogues.
• Action must be driven at country-level by governments in their local contexts. All relevant stakeholders,
International Finance Institutions, private sector, civil society supporting country implementation.
• Five action areas to help inform the transitions needed to realize the vision of the 2030 Agenda:
(1) Nourish All People;
(2) Boost Nature-based Solutions;
(3) Advance Equitable Livelihoods, Decent Work and Empowered Communities;
(4) Build Resilience to Vulnerabilities, Shocks and Stresses; and
(5) Accelerating the Means of Implementation.

The Lancet Commission for COVID 19
Recovery packages across the world should finance the transformations needed
for a green, digital and fair future.
Financial resources devoted to, and commitments made for post COVID-19
recovery are largely insufficient for a green recovery, including in most G20
countries.
1/3 of global Assets Under Management are now ESG-based; recovery should
build on this momentum.
G20 should take major steps for development financing of a green, digital, and
inclusive recovery from the pandemic and to achieve the SDGs must be taken:
- Increasing lending to the MDBs to provide LIDCs funding
- Increasing support of UN members states for existing green funds
- Enacting global tax reforms on mega-wealth and carbon emissions for climate
financing.

Pissarides
Report:
10-Year
Development
and Recovery
Plan for
Greece:
MAJOR
PROBLEMS

• Low productivity and introversion, central
characteristics of the Greek economy
• Inefficient functioning of public administration and
institutions.
• Significant lag in achieving environmental goals:
climate change and the circular economy.
• Exports have increased in recent years but continue
to be a small part of the economy and systematically
lag behind imports.
• Vulnerable households, with a large percentage of
them moving to the brink of poverty, directly related
to the unsatisfactory access to the labor market,
while low productivity that leads to low wages.

Pissarides
Report:
10-Year
Development
and Recovery
Plan for Greece
PRIORITIES
Consistent with
Greek RRP

In the framework of the European measures to support the recovery, a shortterm fiscal space is created for Greece, which is crucial to be used effectively
in order to have a high growth multiplier.
• Production and investment: Dramatic reduction of costs in the cost of
employment (reduction of tax and insurance burden). More favorable tax
treatment for investments: Innovation; Energy upgrade of buildings;
Infrastructure Strengthening the export sectors of manufacturing; Waste
management and circular economy.
• Human capital: New training programs and structures for the employed
and unemployed. Adaptation of the institutional framework to enhance
cutting-edge research in universities and research centers that will support
production.

• Public sector and administration: Accelerate the digitization of public sector
services. Strengthening primary health care and hospital units. Extension
of special sections in the courts for financial cases and expansion of outof-court dispute resolution mechanisms.

CLUSTER ON SUSTAINABILITY TRANSITION
Director: Prof. Phoebe Koundouri
Research and Innovation Projects
Global Initiatives

Smart Water Futures:

Innovation Acceleration
Deep Demonstration

Education & Training & Policy Interface

Projects
Scientific
Director
Prof. Koundouri

Transformations: Energy Decarbonization and Sustainable Industry
/ Health and Wellbeing/ Sustainable Cities and Communities/ Digital Revolution
Thematic Areas:
Climate Change Mitigation and Adaptation, Green-Digital-Just Recovery Pathways,
Circular Economy and Nature-Based Solutions, Systems Innovation Approach

Transformation:
Sustainable Seas
and Oceans
Projects
Scientific Director:
Prof. Koundouri

Transformation on Sustainable Land-Use and Water
Projects, Scientific Director: Prof. Koundouri
Water-Food-Energy Nexus
Smart Agriculture & Smart Urban Water Systems

EIT Climate KIC HUB Greece, Director Prof. Koundouri
Deep Demonstration - Research Commercialization - Innovation Acceleration
Training for Up-Skilling and Re-Skilling

Mission: “In Europe, over 400 members and 13 national and regional networks of SDSN, are
part of SDSN Europe that aims to align the European recovery with the Agenda 2030.
Leveraging on the research within the networks, SDSN Europe will play an active role in the
shaping of a sustainable and resilient Europe. ”

https://sdsn.eu/

Jeffrey Sachs President UN SDSN

#EUGreenDeal Senior Working Group
Transformations for the Joint Implementation of Agenda 2030
for Sustainable Development and the European Green Deal
A Green and Digital, Job-Based and Inclusive Recovery from
the COVID-19 Pandemic

Phoebe Koundouri President-elect EAERE
co-Chair SDSN Europe

Paolo Carnevale Fondazione Eni Enrico Mattei
Carlo Papa Enel Foundation
Laura Cozzi International Energy Agency

Mariana Mazzucato University College London

https://sdsn.eu/european-green-deal-senior-workinggroup/

Leonardo Becchetti University of Roma

SDSN EU Report - Main Messages
AIM: Connects 4 major policy initiatives

SDGs European Green Deal European Semester EU Next Generation
to support policymakers with actionable strategies that can guide EU-wide and
national economic recovery in line with Europe’s overarching sustainability agenda.
Beyond fiscal stimulus that is expected to boost aggregate demand, this crisis calls for
transformative public investments that will shape a sustainable and fair, green and
digital transition, and leverage private sector investment.

https://sdsn.eu/european-green-deal-senior-working-group/

SDGs – EGD

European Semester Process

The Global Goals for Sustainable
Development - Agenda 2030
P1

P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
From Farm Sustainable
Sustainable Building and Sustainable
Biodiversity
Clean energy
to Fork
agriculture
industry
renovating
mobility

P8
Eliminating
pollution

Goal 1 - No Poverty
Goal 2 - Zero Hunger
Goal 3 - Good Health & Well Being
Goal 4 - Quality Education
Goal 5 - Gender Equality
Goal 6 - Clean Water & Sanitation
Goal 7 - Affordable & Clean Energy

Dark Green:
Explicit reference in
EGD Text to SDGs
targets

Goal 8 - Decent Work & Economic Growth
Goal 9 - Industry, Innovation & Infrastructure
Goal 10 - Reduced Inequalities
Goal 11 - Sustainable Cities & Communities
Goal 12 - Responsible Consumption & Production
Goal 13 - Climate Action
Goal 14 - Life Below Water
Goal 15 - Life On Land
Goal 16 - Peace Justice & Strong Institutions
Goal 17 - Partnerships for the Goals

Light Green:
Implicit reference in
EGD text to SDGs
Targets

P9
Climate
action

The European Green Deal should be conceived on a systems approach: simultaneously address multiple
objectives and promote the right mixture of policy instruments and technological solutions that can be used
across the various sectors of the economy
Innovations are emerging across four key dimensions: Enabling Technologies/ Business Models/ Market
design/ System Operation

Sustainable-Patient Finance
for European COVID recovery
Fiscal Policy, Financial Sector, Businesses

• MACRO LEVEL: Re-conceptualizing financial
stability, and the ‘mission’ of central banks to
include climate & environment degradation risk
The European Investment Bank (EIB) and the
European Investment Fund have the expertise and
scale to set direction in deploying equity-type
financial instruments complementary to loans and
guarantees.

• MESO LEVEL: National public investment
organizations provide positive sources of longterm patient finance, which support sustainable
investing.
Governments asked to make significant long-term
investments and play an entrepreneurial role to
provide patient, long-term, strategic finance that
supports sustainable innovation.

• MICRO LEVEL: Companies to understand that
those that switch towards sustainable practices
soonest, will be the most competitive, most
innovative and more successful over time

Sustainable Finance
The need for a Hybrid Metrics - New Frontier for Sustainable Valuation

Jobs Creation, Up-skilling, Re-Skilling
Equity Considerations

Effects of Sustainability Transition on Jobs and Skills
Insights from the International Energy Agency
Investments in line with the European Green Deal can lead to approx. one million new jobs in energy and energyrelated sectors in Europe by 2030
Most new jobs created in Europe would be in highly skilled positions, requiring substantial training

Distributional effects of key EU climate policies until 2050:
Identifying measures to Mitigate Regressive Effects

Detailed macroeconomic modelling based on the standard E3ME model baseline with an assessment of the
existing policy best practices to explore the patterns of inequality in Europe (EU27 and the UK).

Combined mitigation policy options can ensure more equality,
increase GDP and employment…
Mitigating the negative
social impacts of
climate policies is
essential to ensure a
broad support for the
energy transition.

Regressive effects can
be fully offset with
targeted policies.

